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Moving Together Towards Peace:
A Labyrinth Walk by Candle Light
Wanstead Quaker Meeting House, Saturday 2 November 2019
We arrived at the Meeting House when it was already dark. As I
walked into the room where we have Meeting for Worship, I saw a
large white cloth laid out smoothly across the floor and almost filling
the room. The labyrinth was marked on it in curving dark green lines.
The other children and I helped to lay out little tea lights along the
path of green lines, until the labyrinth was lit up. The lights in the
room were turned down and the room began to have a magical feel. It
felt quieter and kinder in the space. As I went round the labyrinth,
sometimes I felt I wanted to jump and dance my way through it, but at
other times I wanted to be calm as I slowly walked between the
candles. I also felt I could freely do either of these when I wanted and
without caring. I enjoyed the experience of moving softly with no
shoes on, coming near to other people and then moving on, and finally
holding hands in the middle; I felt calm and together with the other
people on the labyrinth, but also in my own space at the same time.
Imogen Snow Lobo, Wanstead

Isaac Penington’s advice about
Meeting for Worship
We expect newcomers and attenders to get the hang of Meeting for Worship
pretty much as they wish. We hand out a leaflet, we say we are available for anyone
with questions about Meeting, but we don’t know what they are doing in the silence, and they don’t know what any of us is doing – unless someone breaks cover
and says something. But in the early days of the Quaker movement, there was some
advice written. Quaker Faith and Practice has some extracts from early writings,
slightly modernised, Stephen Crisp wrote a whole pamphlet. But do you know
about this one from Penington? What follows is a pick and mix of his own words
and some present-day linking comments. I’m very fond of Isaac – he speaks to me.
I wonder if he speaks to you?
IP starts by saying people can’t see the point of sitting in silence – they don’t seem
to be doing anything – there seems no point or any benefit in wasting time like
that ... a great mystery, hid from the eye of man who is run from the inward life
into outward observations. He cannot see that this is required of the Lord ... or any
edification therein, or benefit. But for those who have given it a go there is sweet
contact with God, fellowship with one another and precious refreshment sweetly
felt. So here goes (says IP):
After the mind is in some measure turned to the Lord ... his seed beginning to
arise and spring up that is what we call ‘centring down’, [the soul is to wait upon
him in that measure of life which is already revealed. In other words, everyone will
feel a calming, and the reasoning thoughts are stilled. So, as we know, you just have
to give the silence a chance; it’s not meditating, not necessarily praying in words,
just waiting and trusting, and then some more waiting and trusting. Now this is a
great thing to know flesh silenced ... for man is come into the poverty of self ...
into the nothingness into the silence of his spirit before the Lord; into the putting
off of all his knowledge, wisdom, understanding, abilities – all that he is, hath done
or can do.

So it’s not sitting there thinking beautiful thoughts or mulling over the rubbish
week just past, or planning how to use the silent time. It’s stopping doing all of
that so that a man may be clothed and filled with the nature, Spirit and power of
the Lord. Our soul has to cease from its own workings... and this God is to be
waited upon ... continually, both in private and in public.
‘This God’ – or as we might say: ‘whatever you mean when you say God’ – will
teach us according to our measure, that is, whatever we are ready for at that moment. It involves trust and waiting and not being impatient. As IP goes on to say of
Friends: And this is the manner of their worship. They are to wait upon the Lord
to meet in the silence of flesh and to watch for the stirrings of his life ... But if the
Spirit do not require to speak, then everyone is to sit still in his place, feeling his
own measure and feeding thereupon ... like a heap of fresh and living coals warming one another.
He has a nod to our differences in this experience: some feel little of the Lord’s
presence ... they are not yet acquainted with the power. He admits that meetings
where many Friends are in this state may feel that Meeting for Worship is more for
the worse than for the better. So that’s his and our experience too – IP was no
saint! But he assures us that if such Friends can be persuaded to keep at it, they
will reap a hidden benefit at present, and a more clear benefit afterwards.
There is more along these lines – about when to minister, when to stay silent, not
to speak our own thoughts but the Spirit’s words. This ought to sound both familiar to us today and also unfamiliar in several Meetings for Worship I have been at
in Britain and mainland Europe. Why? Have we perhaps moved on from the 17th
century, or is this advice still for us today? Because it’s also hard. IP’s message is
always: yes, it’s hard but we must keep at it, supporting each other continually and
not beating ourselves up if we seem to lose our way. Trust is all.
Judith Roads, Wanstead
[Penington: A further testimony to truth out of the ruins of the Apostasy, 1680. in
Kaiser & Moore, Knowing the Mystery of Life Within, 2005 pp208-9]

On the Attenders Day
One Attenders’ thoughts about the day
Organised by Area Meeting Overseers and held at Romford
Meeting House, Saturday 30th November 2019
I thought the Attenders Day was a great success. From the minute
I arrived, I received a very warm welcome from all the members
and the other attenders. We started the day with an ‘ice-breaker’,
where we sat in groups and played a board game; answering various questions about ourselves, which was an ideal way of getting to
know something about each other.
The rest of the day was a combination of meeting collectively as
well as in small groups. We listened to members talk about being a
Quaker and share their spiritual journey and was given the opportunity ask any questions. We also discussed our own experiences, in
smaller groups, although no one was ever put under any pressure.
After a delicious lunch, we had the opportunity find out more on
the history of the Quakers, how decisions are made and the process
for becoming a member. We were given the time to ask any further
questions and ended the day with a shorter meeting for worship,
which was a lovely ending to a very enjoyable, social and informative day!
Thank you to the organisers and all the members who attended and
participated in the day’s events. It was much appreciated and enjoyed.
Michael Gambier, Attender Romford

Report on the Quaker Mental Health Forum 2019

freshment, a listening ministry and meditation groups, as part of an overall aim to promote good
mental health.

“Our life is love, and peace, and tenderness; and bearing one
with another, and forgiving one another, and not laying accusations one against another; but praying one for another, and
helping one another up with a tender hand.”

After a pause to reflect and discuss our thoughts and feelings in small groups, we heard from the
next speaker, Richard. He spoke candidly about the torment he has felt in battling since childhood with a profound sense of failure. As an adult, he felt he had to wear a ‘mask’, to be strong
and to cope, while putting up barriers to relationships with others. Finally, the pressure became
too much to bear and his life “went off the rails”. In prison, Richard had time to reflect with a
Quaker chaplain and other friends. It was the experience of being listened to that helped him to
listen to himself. He began to talk frankly, to allow himself to get feedback from others, and finally to ‘let people in’. Although his experience of Friends was at times mixed, he found his Local
Meeting very supportive and felt that the Society of Friends had genuinely offered him a community.

[Isaac Pennington, Faith & Practice, 10:01]

“A feeling of warmth creates a kind of openness.
You’ll find all human beings are just like you.”
[The 14th Dalai Lama]

“If you want to go quickly, go alone.
If you want to go far, go together.”
[African Proverb]

In October, I attended the Quaker Mental Health Forum: a day conference held annually that
provides an opportunity to explore different aspects of mental health from the perspective of
Quakers. The Forum is funded by the Retreat Benevolent Fund, a small Quaker mental health
charity, and in previous years has addressed the complex issues of dementia and young people’s
mental health. In 2019 the Forum considered ‘Mental Health in Community’; its aim was to explore the impact of community on mental health, to consider what makes a healthy community,
and to reflect on our Quaker witness in creating spiritual connections within community.

After another break to allow the speaker’s words to settle within us and to discuss some initial
thoughts, we heard from the final speaker, Robert. He spoke about his incredibly harsh experiences as a child of rejection, violence and isolation, and his subsequent difficulties with addiction
and alcoholism. Robert encouraged us to reflect on the damage that can be experienced within
communities, including the communities of family, school and faith groups, or the community of
drinkers that he later joined. Ultimately, it was the AA community that saved Robert and his recovery led him to Quakers, who “became my family”. Their lack of judgement helped him to
grow in self-worth and self-esteem.

The day began with worship and with a reading of inspiring and thought-provoking quotations
pinned around the room (including those above), which drew on the themes of community, connection and relationship. We then heard from a panel of three Friends, who shared their own experiences of mental health and community with great openness.

Again, we had a short period of silence and the opportunity to reflect in small groups, before we
finally came together to share some thoughts and questions with the panel. Among these reflections were:
•
The potentially profound effect of real love and care from F/friends.
•
An appreciation that we all have problems and are all part of a spectrum of mental
health.
•
The key importance of not seeing others as ‘different’ or of putting others in ‘boxes’.
•
Our need to uphold the respect and dignity of the individual.
•
Recognition of how important it is both to have space and to be heard.

Shared Experiences
Jason spoke about his experience of schizophrenia when younger. He talked movingly about his
engagement, through Quaker Meeting, with “Quaker wisdom about living well – and living better,” and how important this had been for his recovery, among other supportive experiences. It
was heartening to hear that, despite the challenges of mental ill-health, it had provided Jason
with an opportunity to reclaim for himself a sense of his place in the world. This crisis had
provided a path into a healing role, and as a Quaker chaplain he now offers space for quiet re-

We were also invited to consider a few questions, including:
•
How can we help people who feel they are on the ‘outside’?
•
How do we get beyond the answer “I’m fine” when we ask “How are you?”?
•
Do women and men have different support needs?
•
To what extent are mental health difficulties and addiction still taboo –
the ‘elephant in the room’?
•
How can we move mental health into the Quaker mainstream?

Workshops
In the afternoon, we each chose a workshop exploring different aspects of community and wellbeing, which included: Putting Quaker faith into Action in a Community Café; Soulful Leadership in Developing a Therapeutic Service for Children and Families; Building Communities in
Young Friends General Meeting; Therapeutic Communities; Life after Psychosis, and Community Chaplaincy.
I chose to attend ‘Therapeutic Communities’ led by Chris Holman, who began with the question
“How do we increase the aspects of our communities that are welcoming, supportive, enabling
and engender good mental health.” Recalling the 19th century Quaker philanthropist and mental
health reformer Samuel Tuke, Chris noted that the experience of alienation is central to our experience of mental health problems – and is also a path into a mental health problem. Alienation
is, essentially, a feeling of disconnection and it can be repaired through engagement in community in a meaningful way.
The therapeutic community model started around the Second World War and promoted the idea
that “the process of living together is the therapy”. Chris pulled out important aspects of these
communities, and then discussed them in a way that is relevant to our Quaker communities
today:
Respect: Chris reinforced the idea that it is human to have mental health problems; there is a psychological struggle for all of us. We need to be mindful about labelling; naming a mental health
problem gives us a way to think about it, but it can also have drawbacks.
Belonging: Being engaged with others benefits our mental health; when we feel we have a place,
that we are part of something, we can make the transition from alienation to engagement. He added that it is important to remember that moments of transition are also places of psychological
vulnerability.
Social Learning: Chris recommended “getting the conversation going” and asking questions
about our own communities. He reminded us that we often see learning as something that happens within individuals. He suggested that we could move towards social learning, away from the
individual and into the “spaces between us”.
Responsible Agency: The final suggestion was given particular stress: it is extremely important to
give everyone in our communities the opportunity to do things that are of value to other people.
How can we enable and facilitate this?
Response Groups
In the second half of the afternoon, we chose from a wide range of response groups, according to
our own sense of need. These offered ample time for space and reflection on our experience of
the day, through engaging in guided reflection, discussion, labyrinths and worship sharing, creative activities, writing or singing.

Finally, during the plenary session, we heard from the day’s ‘listeners’, who fed back a few of the
key ideas that they had heard during the day, for us to take away:
•
It is extremely helpful to have places to go that are safe spaces, where there are
people who can support you, who can listen and give time.
•
Good mental health gives us a place to stand in, to be ourselves.
•
Quakers can work counter-culturally towards wellbeing, humour, enjoyment;
in society there are strong forces that do not work towards these goals.
•
Quakers are experts at seeing where the needs are and being practical about them.
How might we continue to do this in the area of mental health?
•
How do we as Quakers welcome people who come and disrupt us?
•
How do we stay receptive and open-hearted?
•
How might we share expertise within our Quaker communities?
With these thoughts, and after a very full and stimulating day, the Forum closed
with worship.
Thea Snow, Wanstead

From Harlow Meeting
Our Friend Val Caldwell has been bedridden since the end of last November because her
left foot was reconstructed. Pondering the future of Harlow Meeting Val has written this
poem which looks at change as seen from her window. During the past Harlow Meeting
has also seen many children playing outside the Meeting House.

Reminiscences
She sat and gazed across the Green
And thought of days gone by
When children played there all the time
Now never to be seen.
The simple pleasures of childhood games
Playing rounders, climbing trees
Or sitting making daisy chains
You see no more of these.
Young boys may still play football
But it is not long they stay
Before their mobiles start to ring
Calling them away.
Gazing from my window
No children to be seen
Just memories of children
That once played on the Green.

Val sends her greetings to all and hopes to be soon mobile again.

We have been busy during 2019 keeping our Meeting House in good shape not least for
our pre-school group which rents the MH on weekdays. Our Warden has re-decorated the
MH during the Christmas break. New curtain rails have been put up and Spring bulbs
planted. We are particularly grateful to Liz Brown and Darran Larkin. However, a big
thank-you must go to all at Harlow Meeting for putting so much of their energy into
maintaining the social, practical and spiritual life of our small Meeting. We all have so
many roles now.
We continue to have Study Groups and Shared Meals. In Spring we hosted the Confirmation celebrations for Lucia which we all enjoyed very much. We had our annual Christmas
carols with readings and violin pieces played by Liz Ingham and Lindsey Caldwell. And of
course we will celebrate the New Year with food and games.
We all support each other and value the support and friendship we find at Harlow Meeting.

Quaker Faith & Practice 10.01
Our Life is love, and peace, and tenderness; and bearing one with
another, and forgiving one another, and not laying accusations
one against another; but praying one for another, and helping one
another up with a tender hand.
[Isaac Penington, 1667]

Reframing our concern for gender diversity
Transgender is the T of LGBT. It is about gender identity, not
sexual orientation. It is a personal realisation of rightness, difficult to put into words, but a truth that needs to be lived.
The health practices, human rights and politics surrounding transgender people are now
fiercely debated, including amongst some Quakers: ranging across for example, support
for people changing sex; safe spaces for women; young people being misled about gender;
gender identity being a cultural influence not a natural condition.
Why write about it here? Because NETAM agreed a statement in 2017 about transgender
inclusion, and NETAM has become well-known across Britain for this.
For centuries, gender variance has been taboo. Why are individuals secretive? Because it is
embarrassing, disruptive and hazardous. Trans came out of the shadows and enjoyed a
moment of fresh air. We began to see some real lives, not just Jan Morris and Eddie Izzard, but Rachel Mann, CN Lester, Rebecca Root, Fred Langridge.
This openness led to many people finding the words and feeling able to say what they
know about themselves and getting medical support to live truthful lives. It became possible for people to reveal an ambiguous gender – to use a new name and neutral pronouns.
Five years on, trans has lost its new innocence. Some now say it has become too easy to
think you might be gender-variant, too easy to get support for a sex change. Families are
stressed by children expressing their unhappiness, wanting ‘to be a girl’ or ‘to be a boy’. It
is too easy for a young lesbian to be convinced she is a boy. Too easy for a privileged, mature man to claim sympathy as a woman; too easy for a self-identified woman to claim
women’s rights. So while trans awareness has increased in the media and support for trans
people has increased, parallel questions and challenges have increased.
Differences of view are traded between ‘transactivist’ and ‘gender critical’ sides. Many
Friends are left feeling confused by the academic, political and diagnostic terminology.

What we thought were helpful terms three years ago are confusing and upsetting some
Friends. These arguments are going on within Quaker meetings and Quaker social media.
I believe some people working hard for trans inclusion need to show humility and empathy towards women and black people, whose rights are hard-won, and whose decades of
struggle have paved the way for equality campaigning.
In our concern about the implications of transgender, I feel we are getting things wrong
and that Quakers have become caught in the maelstrom of adversarial catch-phrases and
campaigns. I hope we can move away from taking-sides, to ease away from the political,
academic and social media intensity, take some steps back to re-frame the discernment
around our Quaker testimony. It is most important to enable that discernment and that
search for unity in our Meetings for worship – as we have always done.
Perhaps NETAM can help leadings towards reconciliation based on re-reading our statement of inclusion and start from ‘Welcome Friend’? We welcome anyone who finds a spiritual home here. We do not ask about personal history, we have people of rich and difficult
experience of all kinds. We start with faith, hope and love, which we encounter and share.
We hear the personal testimony of those who ‘come out’ in many varied personal truths,
including being discomfited by transgender, and we uphold them. Being a Quaker both
enables someone and requires someone to be themselves with integrity. This is what
makes Quaker faith distinctive.
A weekend conference at Woodbrooke in January considered gender diversity, and it will
be a major matter for discernment at Yearly Gathering in August. Friends will look again
towards the NETAM statement.
Yvonne R Estop*, Wanstead meeting on the move to Stansted meeting
*Just a note about my name - for all those who have known me for years, I am still Roger
and calling me ‘he’ is fine, whatever I might look like. At my new meeting, my name is
Yvonne.

A Testimony to Equality in the 1911 Census
As family historians will know, for the national census entries 1841 - 1901, information was painstakingly recorded by enumerators who went door to door.
With rising levels of literacy, the 1911 census provided the first opportunity for
householders to record their own details. Blank forms were handed to each household and were then collected. This included any premises where people were resident, including Quaker Meeting Houses.
In Wanstead, the Quaker Meeting House of the time was the building that had
been purchased in the 1870s, the former Becontree Archery Club and Assembly
Rooms (shown in the painting that hangs in Wanstead’s Social Room). In 1911, the
resident role was ‘caretaker.’ Our caretakers were James Pearman (aged 54) and
Sarah Ann Pearman (61), a married couple with no children. James came originally from Upwell Isle, Cambridgeshire; Sarah came from Oundle in Northamptonshire. They had been married for 15 years.
The women’s suffrage campaign was at its height at this time, after 50 years of
struggle for the vote. The census provided an opportunity for many people to register a protest. Famously, some suffragists refused to be counted at all and spent
the night moving from one house to another. Many expressed written protest on
the actual census form: the National Archives have an example of protest stickers
replacing the census entries, including a sticker promoting a Census meeting on
April 1st in Trafalgar Square.*
The census form at Wanstead Meeting House was completed by James: his signature is on the form. A quiet, clear statement of equality was given: James recorded
both Sarah and himself as the heads of their household, as shown on the census
form below. Though the information was ‘corrected’ by enumerators it is still
clearly legible. This simple, one-word statement bears witness to our testimony to
equality, over a hundred years ago.
Jan Sellers, Wanstead

*1911 census with stickers, nationalarchives.gov.uk

Listening as Quakers to fellow humans in the Army
Six weeks ago Romford Quaker Meeting received an invitation
to an Army Engagement Evening in Dagenham for January
2020. The Meeting was rather taken aback and most people
felt initially that accepting this invite would be upsetting and
pointless – ‘Why would any pacifist go and sit through a one
sided presentation of how wonderful the Army is?’
However, an attender inspired me by saying there could be gains for both sides if we met
service personnel face to face and heard their individual responses to our antipathy to war
training. Engagement works both ways – right?
We prepared by taking careful note of Romford Meeting’s diverse views on our proposed
visit. We also used a one page summary on the Quaker Peace and Social Witness guidance
on ‘Taking Action on Militarism’ and the role of ‘Forces Watch’ in holding the Military to
account. We then planned together that we did not see that it was our role to antagonise
the army team or loudly challenge the façade we expected to be given and thereby meet
with a hostile reaction. We planned to look for the chance to put our own questions and
concerns to individuals and listen hard to their responses.
The evening was surprisingly informal with many handshakes and (not surprisingly) a
very upbeat focus on how the Army gives wonderful opportunities for young people to
gain excellent fitness, skills and self discipline. After chatting in the entrance hall with
various army people, we sat in a group of about 150 to listen to a relentlessly positive half
hour film of the Army’s role in education and personal development. This was followed by
several local youth service providers asking for more Army engagement with their projects and positive community tributes on the Army’s values.
We were taken aback at how difficult it was for us to hear such obvious avoidance of the
Army’s mission in fighting, killing and destruction as they seek recruits. The occasional
silhouette of a gun in the video didn’t address any part of the issue that active soldiers

both make and suffer great harm and violence. Both of us reacted deeply to this in different ways and brought this issue up in our conversations outside of the main presentation.
Two things made the evening worthwhile:
•
the individual conversations we had with three of the soldiers. We plan to
write about this further as we have much to reflect on.
•
the beginning of a individual Quaker/Army email link to a named Army
Chaplain.
We will continue to explore this ‘handshake’ with an organisation that profoundly challenges any peaceful yet critical responses to their military world view.
“Stand firm in our testimony, even when others commit or prepare to commit acts of violence, yet always remember that they too are children of God”.
Rose John and Tony Jones, Romford

Madeline House: A Personal Housing Project
In October 2016 my dear Mum died following a short illness. (Dad died in 2010.) Her
house and some money were left to my brother and me. I have had a long-standing concern around housing and I already knew of a small local housing charity called Just
Homes (http://justhomes.org.uk). This charity uses houses made available by sympathetic
landlords to provide short to medium term housing for specific client groups in housing
need.
A few weeks after Mum’s death I was sitting in Just Homes’ CEO’s office discussing my
tentative plan to purchase a three-bedroomed house in Newham that might be suitable for
their women’s project. This project houses and supports women with infants and with
unclear immigration status (so no recourse to public funds), who need somewhere safe to
stay whilst regularising their immigration status and moving on from traumatic life
events.
Deciding to do this was not easy. In the summer of 2017 (whilst awaiting probate), I requested a Meeting for Clearness. This went ahead and helped me to clarify my decisionmaking.
Fast forward to 2018, probate having been granted and having sold my half of the house
we had inherited to my brother: I was now in a position to purchase a house. The fact that
I knew the owners of the house I was thinking of buying was an advantage. Before committing to buy the house, I had a full structural survey done. I also obtained appropriate
quotations for the building and refurbishment works that would be needed to make the
house suitable for use as a House in Multiple Occupation (HMO).
The house was purchased in spring of 2018. Then followed several months of significant
building and refurbishment work to make the house suitable for the intended use. I myself worked on clearing the back garden (often ably assisted by Mike, my partner). The
services of a tree surgeon and a gardener were also required.
By early 2019, work on the house was complete and the house furnished. In February
2019 I attended a prayer meeting arranged by Just Homes to mark the occasion of
“Madeline House” being ready for occupation and Just Homes advertised the three new

placements available for women meeting the referral criteria. “Madeline” was my mother’s middle name.
The house has been occupied since March 2019. In January 2020, it was a great pleasure
for me to visit the house with Just Homes staff and meet the current occupants.
In a short article like this, of course it is impossible to go into detail about all aspects of
this (ad)venture. This is my first attempt to write about the project. It would be quite
possible to write other articles focussing on different aspects of the project such as stewardship of personal finances; planning the project; details of the refurbishment work;
funding; lessons learned etc. which might be of interest to the right audience.
For now, I list below a few things that made it possible for me to undertake this project:
• I live alone and do not have children. This gave me the freedom to decide to spend inherited money in a way that would not benefit those closest to me.
• Just Homes is very local to where I live in Newham, as is the house I purchased. This
made it easy for me to liaise with the charity and also to make regular visits to the
house to keep track of the building work.
• Just Homes is a small, Christian charity with whom I was able to work flexibly to make
this project possible. For example, I knew before purchasing the house that I would
not have enough capital to cover the full cost of the building, refurbishment and house
set-up required by Just Homes. The charity was willing to commit to funding part of
the work and that fact, together with some personal donations to Just Homes (for
which I am very grateful), helped to make the project financially viable.
• There is a 10-year lease agreement between me and Just Homes for the use of the
house. I do not charge any rent and in return, Just Homes is responsible for keeping
the house in a good state of repair/decoration.
I think many will agree that undertaking a project involving an old building is not for the
faint-hearted! It is always a step of faith and requires trust in people. I could not have
done this without the help and support of other people, and I thank everyone who played
a part. Finally, if anyone is thinking of doing something similar and would like to talk to
me further, please get in touch.
Daphne Stedman, Bethnal Green

Bethnal Green Meeting from the Tube
Epping LM decided to close for a few weeks to ease the way for decorating, painting & other works. The 1st Sunday in September is one when
I always spend the afternoon by the Regent Canal, Islington, so this 2019
visit to BG LM will not be the last. The tube staff’s mobile phones identified where I should find you & the 8 others there were all faces new to me.
After my late brother Malcolm’s wedding in 1963, the couple were familiar
with David Birmingham, of the then Ratcliff PM. I was often tempted to
attend one of the Monthly Meetings held there to see for real the entities
aired at Overseers’ meetings: a refugee Hildegard Dobbsloff or her helpers,
and the Bow Road properties very near to my cousin Martin’s 1st matrimonial home. It would, however, have been prurient to do so with no
agreed task. The Toynbee Hall indicator signs from Aldgate East reminded
me from the tube platform on many journeys to the northern half of the
Circle Line. Perhaps a QHS direction might occasionally adorn Bethnal
Green tube platform.
Allan Edmunds, Epping

From ‘Quaker chairs’ to ‘The Active Life’
Over the last five years I’ve come to appreciate how full of surprises my personal journey has been.
Five years ago, I found myself in an empty flat in Stepney, buying furniture from the QSA Homestore in
Stratford. A friend pointed out that two of the chairs were ‘Quaker chairs’. Having bought ‘Quaker chairs’
from a ‘Quaker shop’, I googled ‘Quakers’ - which led to attending my first Meeting for Worship, in Bethnal Green, shortly after.
The next 3 years, I spent travelling between London and Leipzig, Germany, going to Meetings in Bethnal
Green, Cambridge and Berlin, when possible. I was working freelance, studying a MA and working on a
long-term photographic book project about (my once local) street market Ridley Road in Hackney. Going
to Quaker meetings and Ridley Road Market were, in these years, two significant nurturing constants in
my life whilst living in different houses and cities, and for some time, without my own space, staying
with friends.
In the autumn of 2018, I moved into a shared house with three other artists in Homerton - close to BG
LM and Ridley Road. Considering London’s housing situation, I’ve been so grateful for this to work out
in such an ideal way. The first people to come and visit in my new home were two Friends - about my
membership. In a previous conversation, a Friend observingly said to me that I was ‘integrating myself’,
which resonated and stayed with me. I feel thankful for having found a home on so many levels - physical,
spiritual, cultural. Or maybe more fitting - I found many homes, over the last few years.
Realising how different areas of my life have fed into each other has been affirming. I finally published
my book, a project of eight years, last December. The support and interest I was met with amongst
Friends has been wonderful; thank you! It’s been so nice to share this with you. The idea of the book
(which contains about 150 different personal narratives of market traders and local people on Ridley
Road), in some way echos those of ‘Quaker Faith and Practice’ - of collectively exploring and opening up
a diverse picture of our experiences.
This January, I went on my first (self-guided) retreat, to a monastery on the Isle of Wight. I took two
books to read and immerse myself with. One of them, ‘The Active Life’, I came across through feminist
activist, academic and writer bell hooks. It turned out, that it was written by a Quaker called Parker J.
Palmer and his exploration into lives fully lived through integrating contemplation and action was the
food for thought that was just right at this moment, moving between one life chapter to the next.
To see how things come together/ find each other/ integrate, usually in an unexpected and indirect way,
has been a powerful experience. This next chapter, I hope, will continue in this way. Silence, community,
dialogue, diversity, protest and creativity - in action and contemplation - I have started to focus on more
deliberately in my work as artist and in my personal life, hoping for them to grow and intertwine
through openness and sharing.
Tamara Stoll, Bethnal Green
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